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	Top-to-bottom coverage of the top-selling Microsoft Officeapplication


	If you want to use Microsoft Word to create more than justsimple documents, start with this ultimate Word guide. Packed withthe in-depth content that is the hallmark of all Wiley Bibles, thisbook covers it all. You'll first find out what's new in Word 2013on the features level - formatting, styles, tables, and more -before you dive into the big stuff that can help you become moreefficient. From document design to creating master documents toapplying security to collaborating in the Cloud, you'll learn notjust how to do tasks, but the best ways to do them, and why.

	
		Details everything you need to know to get the most out of Word2013
	
		Walks you through new or refreshed basics, such as formatting,styles, charts, and tables
	
		Shows you how to use data sources, create envelopes and labels,and make forms
	
		Takes your Word skills up a notch with coverage of keyboardcustomization, security, collaborating on the Cloud, comparingdocuments, and much more



	Start creating documents at a new level and wow your colleagues,with Word 2013 Bible.
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Computer-mediated Relationships and Trust: Managerial and Organizational Effects (Premier Reference Source)Idea Group Publishing, 2007
The recent, rapid emergence of the virtual organization has added new dynamics and challenges to the context of relationships between organizational managers and their employees, customers, and other constituents.
Computer-Mediated Relationships and Trust: Managerial and Organizational Effects provides an exhaustive collection...
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Nanotechnology in Biology and Medicine: Methods, Devices, and ApplicationsCRC Press, 2007

	The combination of biology and nanotechnology has led to a new generation of nanodevices that make it possible to characterize the chemical, mechanical, and other molecular properties, as well as discover novel phenomena and biological processes occurring at the molecular level. These advances provide science with a wide range of tools for...
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Cisco ASA and PIX Firewall Handbook, First EditionCisco Press, 2005
A concise reference to implementing the most popular PIX Firewall 7.0 and 6.3  features Learn how to configure the new PIX Firewall version 7.0 Understand,  install, and support the most common features of the best-selling Cisco Systems®  PIX and IOS firewall products Learn from configuration examples that graphically  illustrate complex...
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Credit and Community: Working-Class Debt in the UK since 1880Oxford University Press, 2009
Credit's centrality to the current economic crisis makes the publication of Sean O'Connell's social history of working-class credit consumption particularly timely. Although the credit crunch came too late to be included in this book, the portrait of a complex relationship between lenders and borrowers over the past 120 years should be required...
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Mac OS X Lion: Visual Quickstart GuidePeachpit Press, 2011


	Mac OS X Lion—or also simply called OS X

	Lion—is the latest version of the computer

	operating system that put the phrase

	graphic user interface in everyone’s

	vocabulary. With Mac OS, you can point,

	click, and drag to work with files, applications,

	and utilities. Because the same

	intuitive interface...
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The War on Drugs and the Global Colour LinePluto Press, 2019

	
		Fifty years of the War on Drugs has led to millions of deaths, displacements, and incarcerations. Disproportionately enacted on oppressed races, international drug prohibition has reinforced the color line across the globe. This collection reveals the racist impact of the war on drugs across multiple continents and in numerous...
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